
Hi. 

 There was Christmas in July and Australians celebrated it but the date was not fixed. 

I try to study Specialist Math and Psychology this term. We learn Vectors and Forces 

in the math class. It’s like a physics class. We summarized preceding studies about anchoring 

bias, and we’ll conduct an experiment as a research in the psychology class. We are going to 

test the influence of anchoring bias on decision-making, and we are planning the experiment 

now. 

My host sister and most of the international students who had been here since 

Semester 1 went back to each country last month. I sent my host sister off to go to Brisbane 

Airport with her friends. It was a long way from our house. She’d been weeping all the way to 

the airport and I felt sad certainly. She handed me a message card with memorial photos the 

day before she left. She said she wants to come to Japan to see cherry blossoms. We still get 

in touch every day. She sometimes sends me pictures of beautiful streets and houses around 

her home and I texted her my latest news. Meanwhile, I met my new host sister from Italy this 

month. She likes playing volleyball and watching films. We went to SeaWorld, which is a 

combination of an aquarium and a theme park with some new international students. We saw 

a polar bear, touched rays, watched a dolphin show and had fun riding shrill attractions. 

 I had a photo taken with a koala finally. I went to Paradise Country. There were many 

kids so I was very embarrassed, but I enjoyed staying there as we looked so closely at the 

animals. 

 Excuse me for bringing up a personal matter, I reached my seventeen birthday this 

month. My family and friends celebrated it. I was happy. My host sister and I watched Mamma 

Mia! that day. She likes musicals and recommended it to me. It was a precious memory for 

me.  

 Wind is blowing hard these days and it is so cold in the daytime. I hope not to 

aggravate a cold again. 

See you soon. 
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